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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

  Motivation 

  Vector boson plus heavy flavour jets: 

  Z(ll) + bb cross section (2.1 fb-1) 
[CMS-PAS-SMP-12-003] 
  Z(ll) + b cross section (2.2 fb-1) 
[arXiv : 1204.1643v1] 
 Angular correlation in Z+BB (4.6 fb-1) 
[CMS-PAS-EWK-11-015] 
  W+c measurement (36 pb-1) 
[CMS-PAS-EWK-11-013] 

  Summary 
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Motivations 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

 Cross section measurement of Z+1b, 2b,  is important to understand 
NLO QCD effects. 

 Measurement of Z+BB useful to understand B hadrons production in 
soft/colinear region. From gluon splitting or from a boosted resonance. 

  Measurement of Z boson production in association with b-quark: 
  Background for standard model higgs analysis : Z(ll)H(bb). 
  Background for beyond standard model higgs : HZ(ll)A(bb). 

 Measurement of associated production of W boson with c quark sets 
constraints on the strange and anti-strange quark parton density functions 
at electroweak scale. 

 Measurement of associated production of Z  boson with b quark: 
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C.M.S. 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 
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  Analysis performed with C.M.S. pp collisions @ √s = 7 TeV data. 



Z/γ*(ll) + b(b): introduction 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

  Variable flavour scheme (5F) [arXiv:hep-ph/0312024] : 

  Fixed flavor scheme (4F) [arXiv:hep-ph/1106.6019]: 

 Z/γ*(ll) + b measurement : Two theoretical schemes should agree at NLO.  

  Topology characterized by: 
 two leptons.  
 one (or two) b-jet(s) that can be soft. 
 No transverse missing energy 

  Massless b‐quark. 
  Spli1ng inside the proton. 
  Use to discribe our signal. 

  Massive b‐quark (Mb >> ∧QCD). 
  aMC@NLO : full event descrip@on. 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b-jets and MeT selection: 
  Jets : PT > 25 GeV,        ,   

 B-tagging 

 MeT < 50 GeV required to reduce      
background (Z+2 b-jets only). 

Z/γ*(ll) + b(b) : selection 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

Lepton Selection: 

  Two opposite charge leptons     , 
  Electrons : 

  PT > 25 GeV,    , 
  Muons : 

  PT > 20 GeV,    ,   
  76 < Mll < 106 GeV: select best Z candidate 

 60 < Mll < 120 GeV:  Z+1b (arXiv : 1204.1643v1),  
              Z+BB 

(ee− µµ)

|η| < 2.5

|η| < 2.1

Z+2 b-jets

∆R(!, jet) > 0.5|η| < 2.1

tt̄
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Z/γ*(ll) + b(b) : selection 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

 B-tagging: secondary vertex  higher efficiency (eff ≈ 55% ; mistag ≈ 1%) : Z+>2 b-jets 
                   higher purity (eff ≈ 35% ; mistag ≈ 0.1%) : Z+>1 b-jet 

  MeT < 50 GeV required to reduce      background (Z+2 b-jets only). tt̄

Z+2 b-jets

Z+2 b-jets
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Z/γ*(ll) + b(b): background estimation 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

      background estimation : 
 Estimation from extrapolation of upper 

sideband under signal region of the Mll 
distribution. 

Diboson (ZZ) background : 
  Yields from Monte-Carlo prediction using 

cross section and uncertainty from CMS. 
  Negligible in Z+1b (arXiv : 1204.1643v1) 
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RMC
tt̄ = RMC

tt̄ (sig)/RMC
tt̄ (side)

tt̄



Z/γ*(ll) + b(b): b-purity 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

yields 148 219 

b-purity (83 ± 6) % (83 ± 6) % 

ftt (17 ± 5) % (20 ± 5) % 

Nzz 3.0 ± 0.2 5.2 ± 0.2 

Z(ee) + bb̄ Z(µµ) + bb̄

 Data driven technique. 
 b-purity estimated from Secondary vertex mass distribution fitted to the Data: for leading 

and subleading* b-jet   (* for Z+2b). 
            negligible 

  fbb = 1- fcc - flb - fbl = 83 ± 6 % 

b-purity estimation :  

Z+2 b-jets

Z + !!
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Z+2 b-jets analysis 



Z/γ*(ll) + b(b) : Cross section 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

σZ+1(2)b =
Ngen

Z+1(2)b

L
  Z+b and Z+bb yields at hadron level obtained by unfolding : 

  b-tagging efficiency: εb 
Scale MC to data expectation (per jet) 

  lepton efficiency: εl 
Scale MC to data expectation (per lepton) 
Z Tag and Probe 

  detector resolution: εr 
Correct yields to generator level acceptance 

  Acceptance: Al 

Hadron level Reco level 

Migration effect between multiplicity bin (1b-jet/2b-jets) are quantified 
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Z/γ*(ll) + b(b) : Cross section results 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

For the Z+2 b-jets selection 

MadGraph expectation (DY+jet) NLO: 
                                             (stat) pb-1 

MCFM prediction at NLO: 
  

                              pb-1 

σZ(ll)bb = 0.33± 0.01

σZ(ll)+b = 3.97± 0.47
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Z/γ*(ll) + b : Kinematics 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

  Z+1b inclusive analysis : PT Z and ∆Φ(Z,b) 
  Monte Carlo : MadGraph 5F + Pythia 

Z+1 b-jet Z+1 b-jet

  ∆Φ(Z,bjet) : sensitivity to hard radiation 
  PT Z: 4-5 flavour approach 
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Z/γ*(ll) + bb : Kinematics 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

  PT bb harder in data than in MC (MadGraph 5-flavour + Pythia) 

  Grey band: systematic uncertainty due to jet energy and b-tagging uncertainty. 
  Tension in comparison of kinematic properties between Data and MC. 

Z+2 b-jets Z+2 b-jets
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BB angular correlation with Z/γ* + secondary vertices  
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  Goal : study BB production at small angular 
separation: colinear BB production. 
  B hadron candidates reconstructed using the 
Inclusive Vertex Finder (IVF). 

 Based on large impact parameter tracks seed + 
other track clustered. 

 Vertices from charm decay are merged to B 
decays. 

  Two B-hadrons, PT>15 and |eta|<2.0 . 
  Good angular resolution in B hadron flight 
direction (∆R ≈ 0.02). 

  Original analysis performed with 4.6fb-1. 
  Key : identification of displaced vertices without reconstructring b-jets. 
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BB angular correlation with Z/γ* + secondary vertices  
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

∆R(BB) shape estimation : 

  Discrepancies in the comparison with MadGraph (5-flavour) and aMC@NLO. 
  Data suggest flatter slope in the small angular separation region.

1

σ

dσ

∆R(BB)
=

1

σvis

Ndata,fit
i .Pi

ε2SV
i .εli.A

l i = bin 

        extracted from Mll fit. 
        corrected for IVF purity and efficiency, dilepton acceptance/efficiency. 
  Normalisation to the vivible cross-section  

Ndata,fit

Ndata,fit
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W+c: Motivation 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

 Production dominated by : 
       , 
       , 

       production disfavoured by Cabibbo (|Vcd|2/|Vcs|2 ~ 0.05 ). But d is a 
valence quark  contribution ~5% 

  W+b strongly suppressed (1-2% conribution). 

s̄g → W+c̄
sg → W−c

dg

  PP to W + c + X is sensitive to the proton strange quark content. 

 Study charm lifetime and tagging efficiency, W+c clean sample with charm jets. 

Why W+c measurement are intersting ? 
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W+c relative cross section 
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Result in agreement with theoretical 
prediction at NLO. 

  Measurement using the        channel. 
  Main background : , single top     
  Event content : 

  muon: PT > 25 GeV,                . 
  jet: PT >20 GeV,               , < 3 jets with PT>40 GeV. 
  MT >50 GeV. 

  b-discriminant of the most energetic jet. 
  maximum likelihood fit of       and       . 

W+/− → µ+/−νµ(ν̄µ)

tt̄

|η| < 2.1

W + c,W + ! tt̄

Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 
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R±
c =

NW++c

NW−+c
= 0.92± 0.19(stat.)± 0.04(syst.)

Rc =
NW++c +NW−+c

εcNW+jets
= 0.143± 0.015(stat.)± 0.024(syst.)

|η| < 2.1



Summary 
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 CMS Collaboration has already provided and continue to perform 
measurement of Heavy flavour + vector boson production: 
 Cross section has been measured for inclusive Z+b(b) and exclusive Z+b. 
 Some tensions are observed in the shape of kinematic variables between data 

and MadGraph (LO) +  pythia. 
 Z+ BB angular correlation measured in data show discrepancies with 

MadGraph and aMC@NLO predictions. 
 W+c studies provides estimation of W+c production rate and charge 

independance. In agreement with the standard model prediction. 
 It is the first step towards a precise understanding of     p.d.f. of the proton. ss̄

ank you for your attention 
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Backup 



Z/γ*(ll) + b inclusive : cross section 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

  Nll+b : number of selected Z+b events 
  P is the b-jet purity, ftt fraction of ttbar events 
  el eb : respectively the lepton and b-tag efficiency 
  Al : lepton acceptance 
  Chadron : Correction factor for detector and reconstruction effects 
  L : Luminosity 

Cross section (pb) 

σhadron (Z(ll)+b)  5.84 ± 0.08 (stat) ± 0.72 (syst) +0.25−0.55 (theory) 

Cross section estimated separetely for ee/mumu channel then combined : 

Prediction at hadron level corrected to NLO σhadron = 3.97 ± 0.47 pb 2 
Measured cross section larger than the NLO prediction. 



W+c motivation : W mass precision 
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W+c prediction eory 
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Heavy Flavour and vector bosons associated production 

eoretical prediction : 

Measurement : 


